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  Windows XP Hacks Preston Gralla,2003 Offering the tips, tools, and bottled know-
how to get under the hood of Windows XP, this book won't make anyone feel like a
dummy. It covers both XP Home and XP Pro editions.
  Windows 7 Resource Kit Mitch Tulloch,Tony Northrup,Jerry Honeycutt,Ed
Wilson,2009-10-07 In-depth and comprehensive, this official RESOURCE KIT delivers the
information you need to administer Windows 7 in the enterprise. You get authoritative
technical guidance from those who know the technology best—Microsoft Most Valuable
Professionals (MVPs) and the Windows 7 Team—along with hundreds of scripts and other
essential resources on CD. Get expert guidance on how to: Apply best practices for using
Microsoft Deployment Toolk Plan user-state migration; test application compatibility;
manage update Manage Group Policy Objects using Windows PowerShell Administer
Windows Firewall and Windows BitLocker Implement Ipsec, IPv6, wireless, and VPN
connectivity Install and configure printers, devices, and services Manage disks, file
systems, storage, and data security Administer search and indexing with Group Policy
Diagnose and resolve startup, hardware, and networking issue CD FEATURES: Nearly 200
Windows PowerShell scripts created specifically for this book—customize to administer
your environment Windows 7 Resource Kit PowerShell Pack—700 cmdlets and functions to
extend Windows in-box functionality Links to author Web sites Sample chapters from
Microsoft Press books Fully searchable eBook For customers who purchase an ebook
version of this title, instructions for downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
  Windows 10: Essentials for Administration William Stanek,2016-10-25 Expert advice
for Windows 10 right at your fingertips. Includes updates for the Windows 10 anniversary
edition! Practical and precise, this hands-on guide with ready answers is designed for
architects, administrators, engineers and others working with Windows 10. If you're an IT
Pro responsible for configuring, managing and maintaining computers running Windows
10, start with this well-organized and authoritative resource. Inside you'll find expert
insights, tips, tricks and workarounds that will save time and help you get the job done by
giving you the right information right now. During the course of reading this book, you will
master a number of complex topics, techniques, commands and functions. Topics covered
include: Deploying and customizing the operating system Installing and maintaining
universal apps Configuring Group Policy preferences and settings Provisioning and using
device management Managing access and security Installing hardware devices and drivers
Troubleshooting and resolving system issues And much, much more!!! Not only will this
informative training manual help you become familiar with essential concepts, it'll help
you reach new levels of mastery. This is the ideal concise, immediate answers reference
you’ll want with you at all times. Table of Contents About This Book 1. Welcome to
Windows 10 Navigating Windows 10 Editions Deploying Windows 10 Setting up Out of the
Box 2. Working with Windows 10 Exploring Key Features Getting to Know Windows 10
Running Windows 10 3. Implementing Device Management Getting Started with Microsoft
Intune Getting Started with the Windows 10 ADK Working with Windows Imaging And
Configuration Designer Creating and Deploying Provisioning Packages Provisioning
Walkthrough: Upgrading to Mobile Enterprise Edition 4. Using Policy-based Management
Configuring Domain-Joined Devices Implementing Policy-based Management Using Logon
and Startup Policies Using Scripts in Policies Using Data Management Policies Using
Networking Policies 5. Using Preferences for Management Working with Preferences
Managing Preference Items 6. Fine-Tuning User Account Control Understanding UAC in
Windows 10 Managing Elevation of Privileges Managing UAC for Apps 7. Creating and
Configuring Accounts Local, Domain and Connected Accounts Creating User Accounts
Configuring User Accounts 8. Maintaining Accounts Managing Local User Accounts and
Groups Managing User Account Passwords Managing Stored Credentials 9. Supporting
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Windows 10 Essential Support Tools Managing System Time Configuring Internet Time
Essential Maintenance Tools 10. Managing System Properties Optimizing Performance
Options Managing Environment Variables Configuring Startup and Recovery Options
Managing System Protection Settings 11. Optimizing Power Management Managing
Battery Power Understanding Power Plans and Sleep Modes Configuring Power Options
Managing Power Options from the Command Line Working with Power Plans Using
Alarms and Configuring Alarm Actions 12. Configuring Hardware Managing Device
Installation Working with Device Drivers Maintaining Devices and Drivers 13. Installing
and Maintaining Universal Apps Working with Apps Maintaining Apps Optimizing App
Security for the Enterprise 14. Maintaining Windows 10 Windows Update: The Essentials
Working with Support Services Managing Services Using Preferences Detecting and
Resolving Windows 10 Errors Scheduling Maintenance Tasks 15. Managing Data and
Recovery Using File History Using Previous Versions Managing Failures Creating a
Recovery Drive Using Restore Points for Recovery Troubleshooting Startup and Shutdown
William Stanek has been developing expert solutions for and writing professionally about
Microsoft Windows since 1995. In Windows 10: Essentials for Administration, William
shares his extensive knowledge of the product.
  Windows 7 Fast Start Smart Brain Training Solutions,2014-05-15 Get this Fast Start
guide to learn Windows 7 quickly. Windows 7 is more customizable than any earlier
release of the Microsoft Windows operating system. Powerful features and options
combined with traditional favorites allow you to work in new ways. You can perform tasks
more efficiently, and you can optimize and customize the operating system in many ways.
Teaching you how to make Windows 7 work the way you want it to is what this book is all
about. If you were moving in to a house, apartment, or dorm room, you would want to
make the space your own. We do the same with just about everything in our lives, yet
surprisingly few people take the time to make their virtual space their own, which can
make using a computer a frustrating experience. One of the ways to make Windows 7 your
own is to customize the interface. In any operating system, the interface is everything that
connects you to your computer and its basic elements, including the desktop, the menu
system, and the taskbar. The way these essential elements look depends on appearance
settings. The way they behave depends on customization settings associated with your
user account.
  Windows 8 Tweaks Steve Sinchak,2013-05-21 Acres of Windows 8 tweaks from a
Microsoft MVP and creator of Tweaks.com! From a Microsoft MVP, who is also the savvy
creator of Tweaks.com, comes this ultimate collection of Windows 8 workarounds. Steve
Sinchak takes you way beyond default system settings, deep under the hood of Windows 8,
down to the hidden gems that let you customize your Windows 8 system like you wouldn't
believe. From helping you customize the appearance to setting up home networking,
sharing media, and squeezing every ounce of performance out of the OS, this book
delivers. Get ready to rock and roll with Windows 8! Uncovers hidden gems to help you
get the most out of Windows 8 Bypasses the default system settings to show you how to
customize the login and start screens, unlock hidden settings, supercharge your network
speed, get rid of features you hate, and more Provides over 400 pages of workarounds and
tweaks, including many high-level ones for you hotshot techies who really love to reshape
an OS and make it your own Offers expert guidance and insight from author Steve
Sinchak, a Microsoft MVP and creator of Tweaks.com Start tweaking and make Windows 8
your own with Windows 8 Tweaks.
  Crossing Platforms A Macintosh/Windows Phrasebook Adam Engst,David
Pogue,1999 Like travelers in a foreign land, Mac users working in Windows or
Windowusers working on a Mac often find themselves in unfamiliar territory with no
guidebook--until now. Engst and Pogue assembled a handy way of translating elements
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from one platform to the other, or for deciphering elements that are new and unfamiliar.
  Windows 10 In Depth (includes Content Update Program) Brian Knittel,Paul
McFedries,2015-09-10 Windows 10 In Depth is just the guide you need. It will get you
through the learning curve to become a Windows 10 expert. The authors of Windows 10 In
Depth have scaled the steepest part of the learning curve for you, and give you great
guidance from the first page to the last, from your first hour with Windows 10 to long-term
management and maintenance tasks. In addition, this book is part of Que’s exciting new
Content Update Program. As Microsoft updates features of Windows 10, sections of this
book will be updated or new sections will be added to match the updates to the software.
The updates will be delivered to you via a FREE Web Edition of this book, which can be
accessed with any Internet connection. To learn more, visit www.quepublishing.com/CUP.
This massive book includes detailed step-by-step procedures, which you through even the
most complex configuration and management tasks. Whether you have a traditional PC or
a souped-up tablet with a touchscreen, Windows 10 In Depth is just the guide you need. It
will get you through the learning curve to become a Windows 10 expert. The authors have
scaled the steepest part of the learning curve for you. From the first page to the last, and
from your first hour with Windows 10, Brian Knittel and Paul McFedries share their 50+
years of combined Windows, networking, and security experience with you.
  Windows 8.1 in Depth Brian Knittel,Paul McFedries,2014 A comprehensive guide for
users already familiar with the Windows operating system covers the new features of
Windows 8.1, from the basics to such complex topics as networking, security, and
customization, and includes troubleshooting tips.
  Microsoft Windows 7 Unleashed Paul McFedries,2009-07-14 Microsoft® Windows 7
Unleashed gives IT professionals, serious power users, and true geeks the powerhouse
Windows 7 tweaks, hacks, techniques, and insights they need: knowledge that simply can’t
be found anywhere else. Top Windows expert Paul McFedries dives deep into Windows 7,
returning with the most powerful ways to handle everything from networking to
administration, security to scripting. McFedries begins with advanced customization,
covering everything from startup/shutdown to the file system. He introduces new ways to
tune Windows 7 performance, police Windows via Group Policies, tweak the Registry,
make the most of Windows 7s management tools, and control Windows 7 from the
command line. You’ll find thorough coverage of securing Windows 7, including detailed
guidance on web and email security and hardening both wireless and wired networks.
You’ll also discover better ways to troubleshoot devices, networks, and startup; add Macs
to Windows networks; and automate Windows administration with state-of-the-art
scripting techniques. This book is packed with expert tips, tricks, and troubleshooting
techniques drawn from McFedries’ unsurpassed Windows experience. If you want
maximum value and performance from your Windows 7 PCs, you won’t find a more
valuable resource. Customize everything about Windows 7: IE8, startup/shutdown, file
systems, the Start menu, Taskbar, and more Systematically monitor, tune, and optimize
Windows performance–including practical techniques for accelerating startup Set up an
easy, automated 9-Step maintenance schedule for any Windows 7 PC Unleash Windows 7s
power user tools, including Group Policies, the Registry, MMC, and the command line
Secure Windows 7 with security settings: auto-lock, Windows Firewall, Windows Defender,
parental controls, BitLocker encryption, and more Protect your web privacy with Windows
7s new InPrivate Browsing Solve problems with Windows 7, startup, networking, and
hardware Set up reliable Windows 7 networks, and manage them efficiently Safely provide
remote access and VPN connectivity Use Windows 7 as a Web server Program the
Windows Scripting Host and Windows PowerShell ON THE WEB: Free Online Edition!
When Microsoft releases the final product, you can get an updated edition of this book
absolutely free! All examples and source code presented in this book
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  Windows Azure Programming Patterns for Start-ups Riccardo Becker,2012-10-24 This
book follows a step-by-step approach with clear transparent instructions, screenshots and
code samples. This book is intended for Microsoft .NET developers who want to leverage
the power of cloud and build a brand new service from scratch; it assumes a basic
understanding of the .NET framework and C#.
  Tweak It and Freak It Paul McFedries,2009-03-27 Tweak It and Freak It A Killer Guide
to Making Windows Run Your Way Hundreds of millions of people use Windows every day,
and it’s a safe bet that some of them would not describe themselves as happy campers.
Regardless of skill level, most people have something they dislike about Windows, and
they often have a whole laundry list of Windows gripes. “Why can’t Windows do this rather
than that?” “Why does Windows do X instead of Y?” “Wouldn’t it be great if Windows could
do Z?” Most people think Windows is set in stone, but it isn’t! Strip off that veneer and a
whole world comes into view, one that’s hackable, moddable, tweakable, customizable,
and personalizable. This book shows you the tools and technologies that anyone can use to
hack almost every aspect of Windows, from startup to shutdown, from the interface to the
Internet, from security to scripting. • Speed up your tired PC with a fistful of easy-to-do,
but oh so powerful tweaks! • Tired of looking at the same old Windows day in and day out?
So are we! That’s why we show you how to give Windows a makeover! • Want to be more
productive at work or home? This book is full of productivity tweaks that not only make
Windows more fun to use, but also save you tons of time. • Create custom backup routines
that safeguard your precious data. • Tighten the security of your PC and your network to
stop would-be thieves in their tracks. • Dual-boot Windows XP and Vista on the same
machine, or dare we say it, run MacOS on your PC! We won’t tell. Paul McFedries is a
passionate computer tinkerer and Windows expert. He is the author of more than 60
computer books that have sold more than 3 million copies worldwide. His recent titles
include the Sams Publishing books Windows Vista Unleashed, Second Edition, and
Windows Home Server Unleashed, and the Que Publishing books Build It. Fix It. Own It. :
Networking with Windows Vista, Formulas and Functions with Microsoft Excel 2007,
Tricks of the Microsoft Office 2007 Gurus, and Microsoft Access 2007 Forms, Reports, and
Queries. Paul is also the proprietor of Word Spy (www.wordspy.com), a website devoted to
tracking new words and phrases as they enter the English language. CATEGORY:
Windows Operating System COVERS: Windows Vista and XP USER LEVEL: Beginning-
Intermediate
  Windows 10 In Depth Brian Knittel,Paul McFedries,2018-02-05 This new edition
covers the Fall Creators Update to Windows 10. Do more in less time! Experienced with
Windows? Don’t let Windows 10 make you feel like a beginner again! This book is packed
with intensely useful knowledge, tips, and shortcuts you just won’t find anywhere else. It’s
the fastest, best way to master Windows 10’s full power, revamped interface, and new
tools—from the reconfigured Start menu to the Cortana personal assistant. This friendly,
expert guide will make Windows 10 way more productive, painless, and fun, whether
you’re running it on a computer or a tablet...at home, at work, on the road, anywhere! ·
Take a quick guided tour of everything that’s new in Windows 10 · Get the most out of
Edge, Microsoft’s modern web browser · Navigate the Windows 10 interface (and
customize it to make yourself more comfortable) · Discover hidden shortcuts and
timesavers you’d never find on your own · Quickly locate and use files, media, apps,
websites, and management tools · Connect reliably and safely to networks, the Internet,
and Wi-Fi hotspots · Increase your efficiency by taking advantage of Windows 10’s virtual
desktops · Maximize the performance and reliability of your hardware and storage devices
· Set up a safe and effective network for your home or office · Systematically protect
yourself from viruses, spyware, snoops, fraud, and spam · Use the most convenient and
efficient interface for every task: keyboard, touch, pen, or voice · Discover tweaks and
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customizations that are actually worth the effort · Get more out of your Windows 10 laptop
or tablet on the road · Remotely use your Windows 10 computer and data from anywhere
on earth · Access even more power with Windows 10’s command-line utilities · Use Hyper-
V, the subsystem for Linux, and Windows containers to run other operating systems
alongside Windows · Troubleshoot the most common Windows 10 problems—and the
toughest ones This book is part of Que's Content Update Program (CUP), which provides
content updates to certain books for major technology changes. As Microsoft ® makes
significant updates to Windows 10, sections of this book will be updated or new sections
will be added to match the updates to the software. The updates wil
  Start Here! Learn Microsoft Visual Basic 2012 Michael Halvorson,2012-12-15
Ready to learn Microsoft Visual Basic? Start Here! Learn the fundamentals of modern
programming with Visual Basic 2012—and begin building your first Windows 8 apps for
the desktop. If you have absolutely no previous experience with Visual Basic, no
problem—simply start here! This book introduces must-know concepts and techniques
through easy-to-follow explanations, examples, and exercises. Here’s where you start
learning Visual Basic Learn the fundamentals of programming with Visual Basic Discover
how to to bind controls to data Design and interact with user interfaces built with XAML
Build and debug complete applications Learn the basics of Windows 8 application design
Find out how to deliver your applications to the Windows Store
  Windows XP Cookbook Robbie Allen,Preston Gralla,2005 Provides solutions to a
variety of problems encountered with Microsoft Windows XP.
  Windows 7: The Definitive Guide William R. Stanek,2009-10-15 This book provides
everything you need to manage and maintain Windows 7. You'll learn all of the features
and enhancements in complete detail, along with specifics for configuring the operating
system to put you in full control. Bestselling author and Windows expert William Stanek
doesn't just show you the steps you need to follow, he also tells you how features work,
why they work, and how you can customize them to meet your needs. Learn how to
squeeze every bit of power out of Windows 7 to take full advantage of its features and
programs. Set up, customize, and tune Windows 7-Optimize its appearance and
performance, install and manage software, customize your hardware, and install printers,
scanners, and faxes Manage your files and data-Search your computer more efficiently,
secure your data, share and collaborate, and get the most out of optional programs such
as Windows Live Mail Master your digital media-Create media libraries, manage digital
pictures and videos, make DVDs, and create movies Get connected and start networking-
Set up a home or small-office network, conquer Internet Explorer, and master on-the-go
networking Protect your computer-Keep your family safe while on the Internet, navigate
the computer security maze, and configure Windows 7's protection features Manage and
support Windows 7 systems-Configure user accounts, disks and drives, troubleshoot and
handle routine maintenance, and resolve advanced support and recovery issues Learn
advanced tips & techniques-Manage the Windows boot environment, explore Group Policy,
and much more
  Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Kick Start Steven Holzner,2003
  Start Here! Build Windows 8 Apps with HTML5 and JavaScript Dino
Esposito,Francesco Esposito,2013-05-15 Ready to learn Windows 8 programming? Start
Here! Learn the fundamentals of Windows 8 programming—and begin creating apps for
desktops, laptops, tablets, and other devices. If you have previous experience with HTML5
and JavaScript—simply start here! This book introduces must-know concepts and getting-
started techniques through easy-to-follow explanations, examples, and exercises. Here’s
where you start learning Windows 8 app development Build on your knowledge of HTML5,
CSS, and JavaScript Create photo and media galleries with built-in HTML widgets Interact
with the system through live tiles, contracts, and view state detection Store and access
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data on the local device and via the Internet Access webcam, GPS, and other sensors
embedded in the device Create your first programs and publish them to the Windows
Store
  Using Windows 8.1 Kevin Wilson,2014-02-28 Using Windows 8.1 is the essential step
by step guide to using a computer running Windows 8, providing a complete resource for
both the beginner and the enthusiast. Techniques are illustrated in step-by-step using
photography and screen prints throughout, together with concise, easy to follow text from
an established expert in the field, provide a comprehensive guide to Windows. Whether
you have just bought your first computer, laptop or are a keen computer user who has just
upgraded to Windows 8, this book will provide you with a firm grasp of the underpinning
foundations and equip you with the skills needed to use a computer like a pro.
  Windows 7: The Personal Trainer William Stanek,2014-07-10 Learning Windows 7
doesn't have to be a frustrating experience, you can learn everything you need to use
Windows 7 effectively by reading this book. To learn how to use Windows 7, you need
practical hands-on advice from an expert who understands what it is like to just start out.
By working step by step through essential tasks, you can learn to: Customize the User
Interface and settings Search and index your documents and data Install, configure, run
and repair software; fine-tune startup and recovery settings Detect and troubleshoot
hidden problems; optimize your computer’s power management settings Balance the
tradeoffs in appearance and performance Extend your desktop with multiple monitors
Apply expert tips for maintaining your computer. This book is designed for anyone who
wants to learn Windows 7, including those who manage or computers running Windows 7.
Inside, you'll find comprehensive overviews, step-by-step procedures, frequently used
tasks, documented examples, and much more. One of the goals is to keep the content so
concise that the book remains compact and easy to navigate while at the same time
ensuring that the book is packed with as much information as possible--making it a
valuable resource.
  Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Administrator's Pocket Consultant William
Stanek,2009-11-04 Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers immediate
answers for the day-to-day administration of Exchange Server 2010. Zero in on core
support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll
get the focused information you need to solve problems and get the job done—whether
you’re at your desk or in the field! Get fast facts to: Configure and manage Exchange
clients Set up users, contacts, distribution lists, and address books Administer
permissions, rules, policies, and security settings Manage databases and storage groups
Optimize message processing, logging, and anti-spam filtering Administer at the command
line using Exchange Management Shell Configure SMTP, connectors, links, and Edge
subscriptions Manage mobile device features and client access Back up and restore
systems
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House, Inc. ; Volume: ; Edition: 3. A Legal
Primer on Managing Museum Collections
2nd ... A Legal Primer on Managing
Museum Collections 2nd Edition ;
Condition. Good ; Quantity. 2 available ;
Item Number. 305165690018 ; ISBN.
9781560987871 ; Book Title. Seeing
Sociology - An Introduction (Instructor
Edition) Publisher, Wadsworth; Second
Edition (January 1, 2014). Language,
English. Paperback, 0 pages. ISBN-10,
1133957196. ISBN-13, 978-1133957195.
Product Details - Sociology an Introduction
Sociology an Introduction: Gerald Dean
Titchener. Request an instructor review
copy. Product Details. Author(s): Gerald
Dean Titchener. ISBN: 9781680752687.
Instructor's manual to accompany
Sociology, an ... Instructor's manual to
accompany Sociology, an introduction, sixth
edition, Richard Gelles, Ann Levine [Maiolo,
John] on Amazon.com. Seeing Sociology: An
Introduction Offering instructors complete
flexibility, SEEING SOCIOLOGY: AN
INTRODUCTION, 3rd Edition combines up-
to-the-minute coverage with an easy-to-
manage approach ... Seeing Sociology - An
Introduction [Instructor Edition] Seeing
Sociology - An Introduction [Instructor
Edition] ; Condition. Good ; Quantity. 1
available ; Item Number. 235292307873 ;
Author. Wadsworth ; Book Title. MindTap
Sociology, 1 term (6 months) Instant Access
for ... Offering instructors complete
flexibility, SEEING SOCIOLOGY: AN
INTRODUCTION, 3rd Edition combines up-
to-the-minute coverage with an easy-to-
manage approach ... seeing sociology an
introduction Seeing Sociology - An
Introduction (Instructor Edition). Ferrante.

ISBN 13: 9781133957195. Seller: Solr
Books Skokie, IL, U.S.A.. Seller Rating: 5- ...
Seeing Sociology: An Introduction - Joan
Ferrante Offering instructors complete
flexibility, SEEING SOCIOLOGY: AN
INTRODUCTION, 3rd Edition combines up-
to-the-minute coverage with an easy-to-
manage approach ... Seeing Sociology - An
Introduction (Instructor Edition) by ...
Seeing Sociology - An Introduction
(Instructor Edition). by Ferrante. Used;
good; Paperback. Condition: Good; ISBN
10: 1133957196; ISBN 13:
9781133957195 ... Sociology: An
Introductory Textbook and Reader This
groundbreaking new introduction to
sociology is an innovative hybrid textbook
and reader. Combining seminal scholarly
works, contextual narrative and ... UPMC
St. Margaret School of Nursing - Pittsburgh
UPMC St. Margaret School of Nursing. 221
7th Street Pittsburgh, PA 15238. Contact
our admission team or request/send
admission documents to: UPMCSMHSON ...
How to Apply | UPMC Schools of Nursing
Complete the UPMC Schools of Nursing
online application. Answer ALL the
questions ... St. Margaret's LPN-RN
advanced track applicants, please review
the exam ... UPMC Schools of Nursing -
Education and Training UPMC Jameson
School of Nursing at UPMC Hamot. Now
Accepting Applications. 2024 Application
Deadlines: St. Margaret LPN-RN track Fall
2024 – January 5, 2024 Admitted and Curr
ent Students at St. Margaret School of ...
Attendance at St. Margaret School of
Nursing. Our program is rigorous in order
to prepare you to practice nursing at your
full potential. That's why we ask that ... St.
Margaret School of Nursing UPMC ... St.
Margaret School of Nursing UPMC St.
Margaret 2012 REGISTERED NURSE
PROGRAM SCHOOL ... PSB test results if
taken at any UPMC facility other than St.
Margaret ... St. Margaret School of Nursing
Preadmission testing (PSB, SAT or ACT)
must be completed before application is
made. ... If Borrower‟s full time
employment as a registered nurse at UPMC
is ... UPMC Saint Margaret - Page 3 -
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Pennsylvania Nursing Nov 6, 2013 —
Nursing Programs · Erin Lee · 12 Most
Affordable Psychiatric-Mental ... Registered
Nurse · Travel Nurse · Nurse Practitioner ·
Nurse Anesthetist ... St. Margaret School of
Nursing Frequently Asked Questions Get
answers to the most frequently asked
questions about UPMC's St. Margaret
School of Nursing. Contact UPMC today for
more information ... How do I apply to St.
UPMC SCHOOLS OF NURSING.
Application for Admission Application
Deadline for the Nursing Program is
February 2, 2015. Turn in to Room 110-H
between the hours of 8 ... UPMC Shadyside
School of Nursing As a prerequisite for
admission, potential candidates with a high

school diploma or GED must pass the PSB
(Psychological Services Bureau) Nursing
School ...
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